tgl and Co-Lab – development of Hub Co-ops
Scope


tgl - teaching, giving, learning - software 'tools' provide a cyberspace framework for new sociocultural-economic systems to evolve from common values and aspirations at 'grass-roots' levels



as choices to 'tgl' are made, participants generate a local currency; while learning to collaborate
and bond in common interest, supported by the Hub Coops



the Co-Lab model can evolve in tandem, as members, whether individuals or corporate bodies,
find entrepreneurial opportunities as co-owners, co-designers, co-producers and co-consumers



'The Company' provides licenses to specialists to build the Hub Coops while sharing the income
generated from the e-commerce facilities, services and media links of the platform



like-minded members join the Hub Coops to connect as tgl service providers or service users



the choices and activities of the membership increase the income; while the collective
purchasing power can be aggregated to benefit all members



the licenses enable Hub members to develop the software to maintain functionality at the
'cutting edge'; while anchoring a stimulus to source or develop local infrastructure and hardware



Hub Coops serve the members in a variety of ways, which too will evolve:
◦ Hub 'user' members are encouraged to shop with their 'provider' members preferentially
◦ local currency is introduced and recycled as discounts and incentives to shop locally
◦ members' knowledge, projects, productions, media and purchasing power can be presented
and aggregated for common benefit across the demand-and-supply chains of the networks
◦ local T.V. providers can join and support the network to extend media platforms, production
outlets and gain interactivity on T.V.

Operations


the diverse range of expertise and associated networks of Hub licensees can provide an
valuable 'melting-pot' to the design, build and piloting of Hub Coop models



tgl members can initiate hub teams as licensee stakeholders and/or as consultants to others



the groups can collaborate to develop and workshop strategic and operational models



more detailed specifications, critical paths and budget costs can be assessed for funding needs



potential corporate models can be considered and related to diverse situations and challenges



an endless, inclusive, transparent and flexible process can be revealed; able to be augmented
and sustained across all sectors, communities and locations



specialists, consultants, activists, community 'champions', social networks, media producers,
and artists of all kinds can join and support project teams as partners with investors and funders



a new vision for life-long learning and skills exchange across diverse communities globally can
inspire and energise an evolving, living model for this new era



in the process, the 'trinity' of banking, media and education can transfigure to support
humankind as we learn to enjoy debt-free, inspired living the 'Co-Lab' way
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